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(surface, internal gravitational, and acoustic waves), the influence of surfactants and pollutants
on the aquatic environment's dynamics, the models of the stratified natural environment,
convective phenomena in the ocean, and the interaction of wave and convective processes.
Finally, this book dedicates the last section to unsolved problems in the physics of anomalous
waves. Most of the chapters present the most hegemonic theories but also they introduce the
revulsive ideas based on alternative approaches. The underlying mathematical models are
scientifically justified both at the physical and formal mathematical levels. In all known limiting
cases lead to well-known classical results. They are in good agreement with experimental data.
Several sections show the application of developed approaches to the description of natural
phenomena. The book is of interest to specialists working in the field of ocean physics, as well
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as undergraduate and graduate students specializing in marine physics and oceanography.
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